ABSTRACT
The concept of an effective light-particle field theory has proven useful for calculations in grand unified theories1 and in nonleptonic weak decays.2 In this paper the effective field theory approach is applied to compute heavy particle effects in deep-inelastic scattering.
This approach was first discussed by E. Witten in a moment analysis of charm quark effects.
Here we will discuss b-and t-quarks using an equivalent but more intuitive method which involves dealing directly with the structure functions themselves. We will derive, using the leading-logarithmic approximation, predictions for the b-quark momentum distribution at Q2 > 2 2 2 mb utilizing data from the region mc < Q <<.
These predictions are reliable only for Q2 >> <, however, such large Q2 values should be attainable at electron-proton colliders.4
The basic idea of an effective field theory is that at momentum scales much smaller than some heavy particle mass Feynman diagrams not (2) where and (5) = FS u+;+c+;+d+d+s+s+b+i (3)
are respectively the singlet and non-singlet pieces. Much of the present experimental data on F2 come from measurements at Q2 in the four quark region. There QCD is described by an effective four quark theory where the relevant electroproduction structure function is (4) = F2 6(u+;+c+:
Once again it is convenient to divide this into singlet and non-singlet pieces but according to the SU(4) flavor group instead of the SU (5) flavor group which was used in Eq. (3). We find that (4) = 
and (4) (3), (4), (7) and (8) with b=g=O gives the matching conditions 
The Fi5) and Fik5) at large Q2 are again predicted by using the (4) Altarelli-Parisi equations with four quark flavors to evolve FS and F(4) NS from some Qi '4' to Qfh, then matching up with the five quark theory via the matching formulas -
and
and finally evolving Fi5) and Fki5) up to the required Q2 using the We have tried gluon distributions of the form (l-x) 3, (l-~)~ and 
